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Message from the Director 

 

Thank you for considering Aire Libre to design and 

manufacture your Adventure Project. Since 1996 we 

work with Adventure Courses with great success and for 

a wide variety of clients. 

 

This document provides a description of the steps 

necessary to manufacture an Adventure Course. 

Manufacturing is compose of all stages from consulting 

and design, to construction, training and operation. Aire 

Libre has more than two decades of experience 

manufacturing these types of projects. 

 

Our Team compose of a network of professionals that 

include Adventure Guides, group facilitators, installers, 

inspectors, designers, engineers, architects, managers, 

operators, specialized equipment sellers and owners of 

Adventure Courses. All these professionals of the Adventure Courses, join through Aire Libre to offer the best, 

most complete, update and experienced service in the Adventure Courses Industry. 

 

We are at the forefront, our services are aligned with the new Law 65 of Adventure Courses, and we are experts 

applying the industry standards established by Association For Challenge Course Technology (ACCT). Our 

experience and the quality of our Team make it easy for us to advise, manufacture and provide continuous 

services to our clients. Meet our services, and let us be part of the creation of a unique structure, and pure 

adventure. 

 

 

 
Dr. Luis D. Acevedo 
Aire Libre Director 
ACCT Certified inspector 



Adventure Course Manufacturing 
From de Concept, to the Operation 

Steps by steps guide 
	
Aire Libre manufactures Adventure Courses in stages. Over the past experiences, we have confirmed that it is the 

most efficient, coherent and organized way to create innovative and intriguing adventure structures that operate 

efficiently with its participants. This 

document describes the steps to manufacture 

an Adventure Course. These steps are 

general, according to the Course, some 

could be combined, eliminated and even, it 

is possible to add other steps that are not 

mentioned, as the case may be. 

 

Manufacturing Stages 

Once ready to begin with the development 

of a new Adventure Project, Aire Libre 

offers the customer a stage-based process 

to facilitate its development. All stages 

entail a cost, each one is billed 

independently and will depend on the type 

of project to be manufactured. The steps 

for an Adventure Project are as follows: 

Step I - Meeting the Client 

Step II - Field Exploration 

Step III - Project Design 

Step IV - Project Installation 

Step V - Commission / Professional Inspection 

Step VI - Training & Certifications 

Step VII - Operation 

Step VIII - Inspections, Maintenance & Continuous Training 

 

 



Step I - Meeting the Client  

In this first stage customers have many questions. For that reason, each project begins by visiting the site, 

listening and answering all the client's questions. This is the stage of consulting and advising the client regarding 

all aspects and components involved in the Adventure Projects. At this stage, aspects of the Course design are 

discussed, such as specific design, construction, materials and time periods. In addition, issues related to 

Operation and Administration, Training, Equipment and Insurance are discussed, among other issues. Aire Libre 

is in charge of advising the client to the point that they have no doubts and are clear about the type of Course they 

want, aspects and components involved. Some of the questions that also arise at this stage are: 

1. What are the goals of the program? 

2. Who will participate in the adventure project? 

3. How many participants expect to attend and how often will it be used? 

4. What components of adventure interest, climbing towers, zip line / canopy tour, rope courses, aerial bridges, 

pendulums, Tower jumps, etc.? 

5.Where will the Circuit be located? 

6. What artificial or natural structures exist in the place? 

7. Who are the employees going to be and what requirements must they meet? 

8. What equipment is necessary to operate the Course? 

9. How should be the Course operation and what compose it? 

 

Step II - Field Exploration  

At this stage designers and builders explore the place where the Adventure Course is proposed to be 

manufactured. In the case of being in a natural environment, types of trees, elevations, rivers, rocks and other 

natural components are evaluated and identified. It is of great importance for Aire Libre that each project adapts 

to the biotic, topography and geography components of each particular place. On the other hand, if the Course is 

manufactured in an urban environment or without natural resources, the place is explored and evaluated to know 

if it is in fact suitable for the type of structures that will be used in the Adventure Project. 

 

This stage generally lasts 15 to 30 days, depending on the place in question and the type of project. At this stage 

we use our Team that includes installers, designers, Adventure Guides, engineers and architects. If necessary and 

according to the project, Aire Libre uses the services of other experts. Aire Libre Team uses this exploration stage 

to take measurements, catalog and describe resources, get ideas and be inspired to get the most out of the 

proposed place. All this information and inspiration is used to perform the next stage, The Design. At the end of 

this Exploration stage, the client will receive a complete report on the resources evaluated, measurements, test 

results and the situations encountered. 



Step III - Project Design  

Once knowing the place where the Adventure Project will be manufactured, having received the input of the 

client's interests and knowing the budget, we will be ready for the Design stage. Design is a mix of creativity 

related to the place, customer interests and industry standards, specifically, the Association for Challenge Course 

Technology (ACCT) Standards. No matter if the environment is natural or urban, Aire Libre will design a unique 

Project for each client. At this stage the Client will receive: 

1. Design and description of the Course and its Elements 

2. Adventure Course Plans 

3. The Adventure Circuit digitally modeled in 3-D 

 

Step IV - Project Installation  

Quality construction and variety of techniques and materials make our projects unique works. Our installers have 

years of experience, they are experts manufacturing Adventure Courses. Aire Libre carries out the construction 

and we take care that each project that we deliver to its owner, is duly evaluated and tested by our ACCT certified 

Inspectors. The period of construction time depends on each particular Project. In most cases, a period of 3 to 4 

weeks is necessary to make preparations and acquire materials before construction begins. It is important to note 

that all of our structures comply with ACCT standards and PR building codes. In general, the installation process 

is carried out through the following steps: 

1. Permits acquisition 

2. Acquisition of equipment and materials 

3. Site preparation 

4. Creation of the foundations, anchor points and structures that support Elements 

5. Platform installation 

6. Installation of the lifelines, belay and cables that support the Elements 

7. Prefabrication of the Elements 

8. Installation of the Elements 

9. Final terminations 

10. Commission process 

11. Certified Professional Inspection 

 

 

 

 

 



Step V - Commission / Professional Inspection  

The Commission process consists of testing all the systems of the Adventure Course and certifying that in effect 

they work according to their intention. The manufacturers of the Course, together with an Inspector certified by 

ACCT, make sure that the manufacture and its components were installed and operate correctly according to their 

intention, as well as ensuring compliance according to the ACCT Standards and Law 65. As a result of The 

Commission, the Client is given a folder containing all the documents that show that the Course complies with the 

design and with the purposes for which it was built. 

 

Once the Commission process is completed, a Professional Inspector certified by ACCT will carry out a 

professional inspection process following the current ANSI / ACCT Standards. This type of inspection is applied 

in the structures of the Course and in the Equipment used for the operation. As a result of this inspection, the 

Inspector gives the client a report that contains all the findings of the inspection, and a certificate stating that the 

Adventure Course complies with the ACCT standards. This certification has a maximum duration of one (1) year, 

or according to the inspector's criteria. 

 

Step VI - Training & Certifications  

Aire Libre offers training and certifications for the Adventure Course staff. The training is basic and leads the 

employee to know the aspects of the operation of the Course and its relationship with customers. In addition, they 

are trained to manage risks, equipment, document, perform inspections and how to carry out rescue situations. On 

the other hand, we offer training and certifications for Managers / Operators. The training leads the Manager to 

know what the components of the operation are and the administrative aspects of the Adventure Course. Aire 

Libre staff work hand in hand with employees to help them get the most out of the training, learn the basic 

components and how to apply them in the Course as well as conduct them so that they continue to develop and 

grow in the industry. 

 

Step VII - Operation 

The Operation involves each and every one of the steps, processes and activities that are carried out to attend the 

participants from their first approach to the Course, until they say goodbye after passing a unique adventure 

experience. Aire Libre works hand in hand with the company to help them organize and establish the operational 

processes either at the beginning of the Operation or during periods of time. At this stage Aire Libre offers several 

services such as: 

1. Supervision & direct support to the Operator / Manager. 

2. Supervision & direct support to administrative staff. 

3. Supervision & direct support to facilitators or Adventure Guides. 



4. Provide templates, plans, logbooks, reports and all documentation related to Circuit Operation. 

5. Creation of training and operation manuals. 

6. Internal or Professional Course Inspections 

 

Step VIII - Inspections, Maintenance & Continuous Training 

Aire Libre continues to assist in the Operation of the Course throughout its existence if the client prefers. The 

services we offer include internal and professional inspections. We perform maintenance and improvements in the 

Courses, in addition, through our Training Program, we continue to train your staff to achieve an optimal level of 

knowledge and practices related to the certified Operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Luis D. Acevedo 
ACCT Certified Inspector 
939-247-4507 
 

 



 
 
 

Aire Libre – Travel Expenses Policy 
 
 
 
 
This is Aire Libre travel expenses policy. The following information indicates how we do the processes, when we 

travel to other countries to offer services to our clients. The contractor will pay for all travel expenses. Each 

expense could be paid in different ways and on different dates, everything will be coordinated with the client. 

Indeed, Aire Libre will charge all travel expenses in advance. Of course, we are always open to listen to 

suggestions and other proposals from our clients, to schedule and coordinate the travel process. 

 

Travel expenses are made up of the following: 

 

I. Air ticket  

The client will search for the air ticket in coordination with Aire Libre. The customer will not be able to buy the 

air ticket without the prior acceptance of Aire Libre. Air tickets without prior authorization of Aire Libre, will not 

be accepted by our company. During the search for the airline ticket, Aire Libre requires airline tickets from 

recognized companies due to their customer service, non-stop routes and executive class seating for domestic and 

international flights (if that class is available on the ship in question). The client will pay for all the carry-

on/bags/luggage/tool boxes of all the consultants. Once the flights have been selected, the client will pay the 

carry-on/bags/luggage/tool boxes in advance, and send evidence of the payments to Aire Libre. 

 

II. Ground transportation  

The transportation method will be discussed with the customer. Transportation alternatives will depend on the 

place, days, times and type of activity. The final decision regarding transportation must be approved by Aire 

Libre. 

 

II. Accommodation  

The client will look for accommodation in coordination with Aire Libre. The client cannot reserve or pay for the 

accommodation without the prior acceptance of Aire Libre. During the search for accommodation, Aire Libre 

requires a Hotel with a minimum rating of 4 stars. The alternatives will depend on the place, days, schedules and 

type of activity. In addition, one (1) room per consultant is required. If there are no Hotels with these 



characteristics in the place in question, the final decision on the type of alternative accommodation must be 

approved by Aire Libre. 

 

IV. Food  

Aire Libre requires the budget related to food in advance. A deposit for daily food or Per Diem of $ 75.00 US per 

day, for all 3 meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner). The money must be in cash, and it has to be paid in advance. 

Aire Libre will coordinate with the client, how this process will take place. 

 

V. Medical expenses  

The Client must cover all medical expenses, including the emergency room if necessary in case of illness or 

accident, for all consultants. The client will be responsible for providing medical assistance to Aire Libre 

consultants in case of illness, emergency, accident or any other situation that requires medical assistance. The 

client will endorse a legal document, committing under the laws of his country, to offer and pay for medical 

assistance, as established in this policy of travel expenses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Luis D. Acevedo 
ACCT Certified Inspector 
939-247-4507 
 


